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Abstract 

This paper presents issues related to the process of designing a 30-feet container to be used as a mobile 
laboratory for collecting the environmental samples and identification of biological threats. Tactical and technical 
assumptions for the container, taking into account the requirements of the transport and movement of the army at long 
distances and in the difficult areas by means of transport characterized by increased traction properties, made the 
starting point. A possible way of relocation on the land roads using commonly available and military means of 
transport, possibilities of loading and unloading using the autonomic system and automatic levelling system are 
described. It describes the process of creating the MES model of the supporting structure and assumptions taken for 
that purpose. The basic assumption included invariability of shape, geometry and dimensions of a container compared 
to containers recognized in the world as the standard ones. Some results of numerical calculations carried out at two 
stages are presented. At the first stage, the issues on the own values were solved. Frequencies of own vibrations and 
associated forms of vibrations were identified. At the second stage, forced container vibrations were analysed. 
Resistance calculations were performed for the supporting structure of the container in the aspect of evaluation of the 
strain condition of the whole structure, as well as its components for assumed load variants. A variability of resistance 
calculations takes into account such cases as the influence of the under-container trailer riding on the uneven ground, 
loading and unloading a container from a trailer using autonomous system, diversity of loads on the supports 
resulting from the change of the ground density under the supports. A preliminary analysis of container transport 
possibilities and transport unit traction properties have been also carried out. 
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1. Introduction

Scope of executed tasks, their complexity and range made the basis for modification of transport 
technologies also in the armed forces resulting in increased mobility of chosen military components 
and their autonomy. These tasks require increased ability to relocate the equipment, materials and 
technical equipment to chosen locations as soon as possible. One of the most important tasks that 
armed forces have to face is to reduce the effects of the use of weapons of mass destruction. It is 
possible by quickly reaching the area of use, detection and identification of pollution type and possibly 
quick response. A special container used as a mobile laboratory for collecting the environmental 
samples and identification of biological, chemical and other threats makes the subject of this 
paper. 

Due to expected operation conditions, the container has to meet, among others, the following 
requirements: 
– to be characterized by a proper mechanical resistance during transport on the roads and unpaved

paths, during reloading and operation on various grounds, 
– to possess proper tightness and be equipped with devices protecting the interior against pollution

factor penetration, 
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– provide protection against the influence of weather conditions as temperature, water, moisture, 
dust etc. during storage, transport and reloading, 

– provide maximum functionality and work comfort in the laboratory rooms at assumed internal 
dimensions,  

– be equipped with autonomous loading and unloading system, 
– should not limit the driving abilities of the transport unit. 
 
2. Research subject  
 

Out of the whole range of standardized containers, a container modelled on a 30-feet container, 
as far as geometry and dimensions are concerned was chosen for a mobile laboratory. The main 
factor of such choice was a compromise between obtaining the biggest possible space for specialist 
equipment and preserving the highest terrain crossing ability. The laboratory container has to be 
characterized with a structure much different from the standard one in order to meet imposed 
requirements. Therefore we call it a special container. The MES model of the container was 
developed in the LS-DYNA system using rigid and deformable elements. Fig. 1 presents a general 
outline of the container, while Fig. 2 shows the model of its supporting structure.  
 
a)

 

b)

 
Fig. 1. Special container draft 

 
a)

 

b)

 

Fig. 2. Model of the supporting structure of the special container (a), and the structure with unfolded loading and 
unloading system (b) 

 
3. Model tests 
 

The model tests of the container supporting structure were executed at two stages. At the first 
stage own vibrations were considered. At the second stage, forced vibrations for assumed load 
variants were analysed. 
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3.1. Own vibrations 
 

A generalized issue on own values was solved for a developed container model. Basic frequencies 
of own vibrations were calculated for a container supported by the fixing mounts and a container 
supported by the actuators of the autonomous loading and unloading system, as shown in Tab. 1. 
Associated forms of vibrations were also defined for both supporting options. The first two forms 
of vibrations for the support by the fixing mounts are presented in Fig. 3a and b, while the forms 
of vibrations for the case of the actuator support are shown in Fig. 3c and d. 
 

Tab. 1. Frequencies of own vibrations of the container structure 

Frequency  
number 

Frequency of own vibrations, f [Hz] 
container supported by mounts container supported by actuators 

1. 6.35 1.57 
2. 8.42 1.66 
3. 9.70 2.21 
4. 12.02 7.85 
5. 15.32 8.51 
6. 15.82 9.31 
7. 16.82 10.06 
8. 18.86 15.54 
9. 19.50 15.72 

10. 21.13 18.45 
 
a)

 

b)

 
 
c)

 

d)

 
Fig. 3. Selected forms of own vibrations of the container structure at various support configurations: a) for frequency 

f1 = 6.35 Hz support by mounts, b) for frequency f2 = 8.42 Hz support by mounts, c) for frequency f1 = 1.57 Hz 
support by actuators, d) for frequency f2 = 1.66 Hz support by actuators 

 
For a container supported by the mounts, the first four own frequencies were identified as the 

main vibrations of the fundamental supporting structure of the container. While the other associated, 
vibrations represent the forms of complex vibrations of the structure components. A significant fact 
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is that basic frequencies of own vibrations do not match the frequencies of own vibrations of the 
ground and the transport trailer. Regarding the structure unfolded on the supports, three first 
frequencies of own vibrations result from vibrations of the flexible supports. The following four ones 
represent the main vibrations of the supporting structure including intermediate support connectors, 
while the other ones refer to the complex vibrations. 
 
3.2. Resistance tests on the container supporting structure  
 

The tests were performed in order to evaluate the strain of the container supporting structure at 
the stage of design and manufacture process. Calculations were performed for assumed load variants, 
resulting from expected the most unfavourable incidents during its operation. Calculation variants 
include such cases as the influence of the under-container trailer riding on uneven terrain, container 
loading and unloading from the trailer by means of an autonomous system, load differentiation on 
the supports resulting from the ground density change under the supports. Some results are presented 
in following figures. Fig. 4 shows deformations in the structure, while Fig. 5 presents distribution 
of stresses reduced at increased load of one actuator support. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Resultant deformations of the container supporting structure at increased load of one support 

 

 
Fig. 5. Reduced stresses of the container supporting structure at increased load of one support 
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4. Transport abilities of the mobile laboratory transport unit 
 

Mobile container laboratory for collection of the environmental samples and environmental 
threat identification is designed for, among others, a road transport by means of various tractors 
and various available under-container trailers. Expected transport unit configurations are presented 
on the following figures. Fig. 6. presents a transport unit consisting of a saddle tractor with an 
armoured cabin and a classic trailer by Wielton (Fig. 6a) or a trailer with increased traction abilities 
by Auto-Hit sp. z o.o. (Fig. 6b). Fig. 7 presents the aforementioned trailers in a configuration with 
a common wheeled tractor. 
 

a)

 
 

b)

 
Fig. 6. A transport unit with a military saddle tractor: a) classic trailer by ZREMB, b) increased mobility trailer by 

Auto-Hit sp. z o.o. 
 

a)

 
 

b)

 
Fig. 7. Transport unit with a civilian saddle tractor: a) classic trailer modelled on a trailer ZREMB, b) increased 

mobility trailer modelled on a trailer by Auto-Hit Sp. z o. o. 
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The results of the initial calculations of traction characteristics of presented units are promising 
and a careful analysis and modifications will allow for meeting difficult operation requirements. 
 
4. Summary 
 

Obtained resistance calculation results allow for a positive evaluation of the supporting structure. 
They indicate a correct selection of shapes, geometry and configuration of components as well as 
materials used for building a model. However, an experimental verification, to be carried out at the 
next stage, is required for a full evaluation. 
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